
SNS VPN and the EVO Suite
SNS VPN is an integrated solution for creative teams 

utilizing ShareBrowser media asset management 
software and Nomad, EVO’s remote editing utility.

Safe and Secure
SNS VPN is a cloud-hosted private 
network service built exclusively 
for EVO. It gives your remote users 
a secure link directly to your on-
premise EVO from any internet 
connection.

This opens a new realm of 
possibilities for creative teams 
incorporating remote editing into 
their workflow or recruiting talent 
outside of their geographic area.

Fast, Easy, Convenient
A simple, secure way to connect to 
your EVO from a remote location, 
our dedicated VPN service makes 
it easier than ever to transition 
your production team to a remote 
workflow.

Designed for the User
Purpose-built for EVO shared 
storage, SNS VPN is easy to set up 
and even easier to use. Collaborate 
seamlessly with intuitive features 
designed with you in mind.

With no per-seat pricing, 
unparalleled customer support, and 
customizable features, SNS VPN 
is the ideal solution to keep your 
team productive wherever they 
work.

SNS VPN requires EVO OS v.6.1.5.

SNS VPN Access from Anywherestudio network solutions

A Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) is a secure “tunnel” 
between two networks, giving 
you access to your EVO from a 
remote location.

Stay Connected to Your Media.
Connect your entire team to EVO from anywhere.
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What Sets Us Apart?

Control Without the Commute
Easily add and revoke users as needed in 
your own cloud portal. SNS VPN includes 
status monitoring and other administrative 
tools, accessible from anywhere. 

Access is completely under your control.

Adaptable to your Workflow
SNS VPN adapts to your workflow, allowing 
you more flexibility to grow your team 
and work with remote freelancers without 
additional overhead.

Your team can also search, tag, and 
comment on footage with remote access to 
ShareBrowser, enhancing collaboration at 
home, on the go, or anywhere.

Rapid Deployment
The service can be up and running within 
minutes, and generally does not require any 
network or firewall changes on your end.

SNS VPN

$350 USD per month MSRP

10TB transfer per month included
$15 per TB thereafter

Unlimited users

Exclusively for EVO

Remote Editing from Anywhere
SNS VPN perfectly complements Nomad, EVO’s remote 
editing utility. With SNS VPN+Nomad, your entire team 
can collaborate from anywhere.

EVO shared storage servers automatically generate proxies 
of imported footage. By remotely connecting to their 
EVO with SNS VPN, users can launch Nomad to retrieve 
their proxy and source media for offline editing. Once 
completed, upload your finished projects to EVO and relink 
over VPN for a complete remote editing workflow.

SNS VPN Access from Anywhere

A Complete Remote Workflow Solution

Get a Demo
www.studionetworksolutions.com


